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Print name _____________________________________________

Sign name                      circle registration section below                  

CIRCLE your recitation section in the list below.

Section A Fri 10 am, Aiqin Fang B Fri 11 am, Aiqin Fang

C Tue 3 pm, Rahul Jain D Tue 1 pm, Rahul Jain

F W 10 am, Neeraj Kumar G Wed 2 pm, Rahul Jain

Cell phones, PDAs, mp3 players, and other electronic devices must be turned off and stowed out of
sight (your sight and mine).  Calculator policy is in effect.  Infractions will result in confiscation and
point deductions.

Please clearly and legibly write your name, in ink, at the top of every page.  Your score will not be
recorded and your exam will not be returned if this is not done.

All answers should be rounded to the appropriate precision (correct significant figures.)

Atomic weights are provided in the Periodic Table. These values must be used.

You may not use any outside paper.  If you reach a point where you need more scratch paper than the
space available on this page and on the back of your exam, ask a proctor.

Be certain your answers are clear. If an answer is not clear, it will probably be considered wrong.

Problems marked with ** in the margin are directly from the assigned homework (either in the text or on
worksheets in class).

Use your time effectively. Time is up at 8:50!!
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1.  [2 pts each] Clearly assign each statement as TRUE or FALSE.  If we can’t tell which you mean, it’s wrong.

____________ **For a given sample of a gas at a fixed volume, pressure increases as temperature increases.

____________ “STP” specifies a one-mole sample of a gas at one atmosphere and 0 K.

____________** Both diffusion and effusion are faster at higher temperatures.

____________**If DH of a reaction is positive, then the system loses energy.

f 2____________**The DH  value for F  (g) is zero.0

____________The longer the wavelength of a photon, the greater its energy.

____________**The melting of ice is exothermic.

____________The 4d subshell (sublevel) can hold 10 electrons.

____________A single 4d orbital can hold 10 electrons.

____________**A photon of red light has more energy than a photon of violet light.

____________When an electron in an atom relaxes from n=3 to n=1, a photon is absorbed by the atom.

____________**The s subshell occurs in every shell.

____________**The 2d subshell is not a possible subshell.

____________**The energy of the electron in the n=3 shell of a hydrogen atom is 7.27 × 10  J.–19

____________The reverse of an endothermic reaction is always exothermic.

2 42.  [10 pts]   Three 5-L flasks (labeled A, B and C) each contain a sample of gas (H , He or CH , respectively) at
273 K and 1 atm.  For each of the following quantities or values, circle the best choice.

2 4a.  lowest density:  Flask A (H ) Flask B (He) Flask C (CH ) all same 

2 4b.  lowest average kinetic energy: Flask A (H ) Flask B (He) Flask C (CH ) all same 

2 4c.  greatest mass: Flask A (H ) Flask B (He) Flask C (CH ) all same
 

2 4d.  greatest average molecular speed: Flask A (H ) Flask B (He) Flask C (CH ) all same 

2 4e.  greatest pressure: Flask A (H ) Flask B (He) Flask C (CH ) all same 

f 3**3.  [10 pts] Write the formation equation (the reaction corresponding to the DH ) for HClO  (l).  For full credit,0

include appropriate phase labels on all species.

reminder: phase labels?
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4.  **[6]  A sample of methane gas is confined in a 1.1 L container at 432 torr and 87 C.   Calculate the number ofo

moles of gas present. Show your work below, and write your final answer in the space provided.  (No credit will
be earned if the setup is not clearly shown.)

Answer: ______________ moles

2**5. [6 pts]   Pb  (aq) + 2 Cl  (aq) ÿ PbCl  (s)2+ –

3 2 4A 41.0-mL sample of a solution of 0.237 M Pb(NO )  is added to 60.0 mL of a solution of 0.250 M NH Cl.  How
many grams of precipitate can be produced, according to the balanced reaction equation above?  Show your work
below, and write your final answer in the space provided.  (No credit will be earned if the setup is not clearly
shown.)

Answer: ______________ g

6.  **(a) [6 pts] Balance the following equation by writing appropriate coefficients into the spaces provided.  All
reactants and products are shown.  (You may use as much scratch space as you like, but please make sure you write
your final answers clearly and legibly in the spaces provided.)

Final, graded answer:

2 6 2 3 2______ S O   +  ______H   +  ______IO   ÿ ______SO   +  ______ IO   +  ______  H O2– + – –

Scratch space (will not be graded):

2 6 2 3 2S O   +  H   +  IO   ÿ SO   + IO   + H O2– + – –

(b) [2 pts each]  For the reaction provided in part (a), identify:  

element reduced ________ element oxidized ________ reductant (reducing agent) __________

(c)  [2 pts] In the reaction provided in part (a), one species is a gas.  Which one is it? ______________
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Avogadro's number:  6.022 × 1023

Gases: one atm = 760 mmHg = 760 torr PV = nRT R = 0.08206 (L atm)/(mol K)

T(K) = T(°C) + 273

Heat and heat capacity: q = C × mass × DT

Electromagnetic Radiation: E = hn = hc/l h = 6.626 × 10  JAs c = 3.00 × 10  m/s-34 8

Electron energy in single-electron species:  

Electron transitions in H atom:  


